Recommendation grading criteria
Describe the criteria used to rate the quality of evidence that supports the recommendations and the system for describing the strength of the recommendations. Recommendation strength communicates the importance of adherence to a recommendation and is based on both the quality of the evidence and the magnitude of anticipated benefits or harms.
Recommendation Grading Criteria
Infectious 
Definitions
Define unfamiliar terms and those critical to correct application of the guideline that might be subject to misinterpretation.
All policy statements from the American Academy of Pediatrics automatically expire 5 years after publication unless reaffirmed, revised, or retired at or before that time. 
Term -Meaning

Strength of Recommendation
Recommendation Strength = A, "Good evidence to support a recommendation for use."
Quality of Evidence
Evidence Quality = I, "Evidence from >=1 properly randmoized, controlled trial. 
Reason
To detect ROP
Strength of Recommendation
Reason Empty
Strength of Recommendation
Evidence Quality = I, "Evidence from >=1 properly randmoized, controlled trial.
Quality of Evidence
Recommendation 7. Communication with the parents -Imperative -7.1. Parents should be aware of ROP examinations and should be informed if their child has ROP, with subsequent updates on ROP progression.
Action Empty
Reference Empty
Reason Empty
Quality of Evidence
No citations included in this section.
Recommendation 7. Communication with the parents -Imperative -7.2. The possible consequences of serious ROP should be discussed at the time that a significant risk of poor visual outcome develops.
Action
Empty
Reference Empty
Quality of Evidence
Recommendation 7. Communication with the parents -Imperative -7.3. Documentation of such conversations with parents in the nurse or physician notes is highly recommended.
Action Empty
Reference Empty
Reason Empty
Quality of Evidence
Recommendation
Systems recommendations -Conditonal -Hospital discharge or transfer to another neonatal unit or hospital is contemplated
Decision Variable
Hospital discharge or transfer to another neonatal unit or hospital is contemplated
Decision Variable Empty
Decision Variable
Before retinal maturation into zone III has taken place
The infant has been treated by ablation for ROP
Is not yet fully healed Action specific arrangement for that examination must be made before such discharge or transfer occurs.
Reference Empty
Reason Empty
Strength of Recommendation
Quality of Evidence
Recommendation
8. Systems recommendations -Imperative -If hospital discharge or transfer to another neonatal unit or hospital is contemplated before retinal maturation into zone III has taken place or if the infant has been treated by ablation for ROP and is not yet fully healed, the availability of appropriate follow-up ophthalmologic examination must be ensured, and specific arrangement for that examination must be made before such discharge or transfer occurs.
Action Empty
Reason Empty
Quality of Evidence Empty
Potential benefits and harms
Describe anticipated benefits and potential risks associated with implementation of guideline recommendations. 
Health Outcomes Detecting and treating ROP
Cost Analysis Empty
Description of Harms and Benefits Empty
Quantification of Harms and Benefits Empty
Algorithm Empty
Action Steps Empty
Conditional Steps Empty
Alternative Steps Empty
Synchronization
Step 
Implementation Plan Empty
Implementation Strategy Empty
Supporting Documents Empty
Patient Resources Empty
Anticipated Enabler Empty
Anticipated Barrier Empty
Quick Reference Guide Empty
Technical Report Empty
